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Part 2: Challenging
De Estonez addresses US-Cuban relations, the VI/TO
Life's Complexities
RAYNA FLYE
respect for freeStaff Writer
Cuba's top diplomat in the United States, Fernando Remirez
De Estenoz, spoke on campus on Tuesday, Nov. 8. While Cuba
and the US have no formal relations, both countries have unofficial ambassadors like De Estonez that represent them.
De Estenoz was welcomed to the campus by the Latin
American Studies Program to speak on the history of Cuba,
its current situation, and his views on free trade.
The co-director of Latin American Studies, Professor Don
Share says that he felt fortunate to have De Estenoz come to
the university.
"We're very lucky to have the ambassador... It is a real
feather in the cap for Latin American Studies."
Share was able to set up an appearance by De Estenoz with
the help of the Seattle-Cuba Friendship Committee, an organization that promotes improved communication between the
US and Cuba.
De Estenoz spoke of the small but noticeable rise in the
economy that he believes Cuba has made against the odds.
He said, "We were able to begin a recovery of our economy."
De Estonez stated that Europe alone makes up 58 percent
of Cuba's foreign trade. De Estenoz believes that while it is
beneficial to have foreign influences on their economy, it is
important to "preserve social development of our culture."
"We have to make a balance, [but] we have to expand our
markets." He says one of the main goals of Cuba is to gain

dom, dignity, and
independence.
Currently the
US has an embargo against
Cuba. An embargo by definition is the prohibition of commerce, meaning
that the US does
not trade goods
of any kind with
Cuba. There are
very few exclusions to this, with
medicine and
medical supplies
being
one. HowDiplomat Fernando Remirez
ever, even trade
DeEstenoz speaks on Nov. 8.
in these is heavily
restricted.
One of the things De Estenoz is in support of is the lifting
of the embargo. He feels that it is unfair, and notes that it is
not supported by the majority of the international community. He believes that the sanctions are more of a political
please see Cuba, page 3

Professorship honors UPS looks at
new
campus
Justice James Dolliver
In spite of an often hectic schedule,
Dolliver has been a vigorous member of
Staff Writer
his community.
He has also been particularly active at
The University of Puget Sound Board
of Trustees recently agreed to name the UPS, serving on the Board of Trustees
for thirty years and often
National Endowcame to visit the univerment for the Husity, said Academic Vice
manities DistinPresident Terry Cooney.
guished Teaching
In 1981, Dolliver was
Professorship in
awarded an honorary
honor of James
doctor of liberal arts deDolliver, a former
gree from UPS.
Washington State
Those who know
Supreme Court
Dolliver
say they admire
justice. Dolliver
his wit and his vast array
served on the Suof knowledge.
preme Court for 22
`i?
"He is a renaissance
years, retiring last
man
and clearly deservJanuary at the age
2,
a ing of this honor," said
of 74.
Trustees Chairman WillDolliver has
Justice
James
Dolliver
iam Weyerhaeuser.
been heavily inWeyerhaeuser said that
volved in public was active at UPS.
Dolliver has an expansive
service for over
fifty years. He has had a distinguished knowledge of many disciplines, including literature, history, philosophy and
career as a justice a private lawyer, and
he was also an assistant to top Washing- music.
ton politicians.
please see Dolliver, page 3
ERIK MICKELSON
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living spaces

ROBERT MCCOOL

News Editor
In "Charting the Future," her outline
of institutional goals for the next decade, President Susan Pierce expressed
a desire to make UPS a more residential campus. She predicted that off-campus housing would eventually become
prohibitively expensive to students and
suggested the university respond by
providing more opportunities for oncampus housing.
Given this goal and the recent shortage of living spaces on campus, a new
committee is currently exploring the
feasibility of expanding the housing facilities of the university.
Comprised of several administrators,
architects from Zimmer, Gunsul, and
Frasca and members of the Seneca
Project Management Group, the committee is in the beginning discussion
stages. No formal decisions have been
made yet as to whether the university
please see Housing, page 3

A series of interview-based
articles by Matt McGinnis
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The President's Perspective
The following is the second installment of last week's
biographical look at President Pierce, which discussed
her concern with the moral apathy of education.
The pendulum in education has swung to some degree away
from the moral crisis Pierce saw in the late '70s and early
'80s. However, she still believes it is important to address the
problems of moral apathy and a lack of ethics that often occur in higher education.
Take for example the university's mission statement. Revised in 1998, it claims to encourage "a rich knowledge of
self and others, an appreciation of commonality and difference, the full, open, and civil discussion of ideas, thoughtful
moral discourse, and the integration of learning."
According to Pierce, her
first book was "a turning
point." It made her realize Pierce still has those
that "a lot of things hapnagging questions
pened [to me] because of
about teaching and
things I have written."
For example, after being about leaving behind
asked by the chair of the what was once her
Princeton English Departgreatest passion.
ment to write an essay for a
book on American literature,
Pierce had the opportunity to
teach at Princeton for a year. The exposure she gained opened
Pierce to a wide range of opportunities.
She was invited by conservative education guru Bill Bennett
to work for the National Endowment for the Humanities in
the Division of Education Programs. Pierce specifically directed three programs that gave NEH money for undergraduate teaching to colleges and universities. According to Pierce,
the programs aimed to improve freshman courses, promote
excellence in Humanities majors and programs, and what
Pierce called "foster coherence throughout the curriculum."
These questions for Pierce aimed at answering the big questions of education—those already articulated in The Moral
of the Story—especially, "what is it important for students to
know and understand?"
While the job allowed her to frequently visit several college campuses, Pierce found the she "missed being on a campus." In 1984, she accepted the Deanship for the College of
Arts and Sciences at the University of Tulsa, a job she kept
for seven years.
Pierce's second book was published in 1989. It was a guide
to teaching Ralph Ellison's The Invisible Man that characterizes the continual measure of complexity and ambiguity that
reappears throughout her life. Her first comments on Ellison's
book again display this. She quotes from a dream sequence
in the novel where the narrator-protagonist announces, "I too
have become acquainted with ambivalence."
The novel itself raises for Pierce "some of the more difficult and important questions about how the novel should be
approached." It highlights again the "novel's complexities
and richness" that Pierce finds so rewarding not only in litplease see Pierce, page 2
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A.J. Ilika, Staff Writer—

INTERNATIONAL

Group, the second-largest health insurance group
in the US, has announced that patient's doctors,
not health plan administrators, will have the final
say on treatment options. The company said the
decision makes sense because 99 percent of treatment options were already being approved. This
move will also cut costs.
"For years, this industry has innovated on the
basis of cost, and we are innovating on the basis
of the health care experience," said United
Health's chief marketing officer.
"We believe good quality doctors will practice
good quality medicine."
Under the new system, doctors will be evaluated on a longterm time scale,
rather than on a
case-by-case basis. Wasteful
doctors would
then be dropped
from the plan.

US Warns Russia as Offensive Continues
GROZNY, Chechnya—The Clinton administration has accused Russia of violating the Geneva
Convention by using indiscriminate force in
Chechnya. State Department official James Rubin
said Russia's actions were "not in keeping" with
the convention and rules set up by the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe.
Russia pounded the Chechen capital of Grozny
Sunday. Some refugees say the city is deserted,
but others say thousands may still be huddled in
basements, unable to flee. Refugees in Ingushetia,
Chechnya's
neighbor and a
Russian state,
complain that
nearly all casualties from the offensive are civilians. So far, at
least 200,000
people have fled
US Role in UN
from Chechnya.
Threatened
Russia is takUNITED NAVII
ing action against
TIONS —T h e
Chechnya to
US has not been
drive out Islamic
paying its dues to
Associated Press
extremists who A Falun Gong member p rays while sitting in a
the United Namay have been police van after her arrest.
tions. If the back
behind several
dues are not rebombings earlier
solved within seven weeks, the US will lose its
this fall.
vote in the General Assembly, essentially forsakRussia claims that Chechnya is still a Russian
ing the institution it created after World War II.
state, although a war for independence ended in a
Among other consequences, US companies will
stalemate three years ago.
not be able to make bids on UN contracts, where
US companies gain 47 percent of their revenues.
Aceh Wants Independence From Indonesia
Another possibility is that the US will not able to
BANDA ACEH, Aceh—The fragile archi- sway other UN countries to its viewpoint.
pelago of Indonesia may now be one step closer
US Ambassador to the UN Richard Holbrooke
to collapse.
will face antagonism from other members, anaOn Sunday, Nov. 7, between 500,000 and 1.5
lysts say. Some also say that the UN will become
million people rallied in the streets of the Aceh "leaderless" without the US.
capital to demand a referendum for independence.
Speakers at the rally condemned Indonesia's
Congress to Raise Minimum Wage
cruel treatment of the province over the last deWASHINGTON, D.C.—With at least eleven
cade. Over 10,000 have been killed. The particimillion people earning minimum wage, there are
pants of the rally are urging a non-violent approach
many who believe it should be raised. On Tuesto the independence process. The Acehnese have day, Nov. 9, the Senate approved a Republican
been emboldened by recent events in East Timor. bill that would increase the minimum wage by $1
Indonesia's new president, Abdurrahman by March 2002. The change would occur in 35,
Wahid, has offered to negotiate with the Aceh lead35, and 30-cent increments each year.
ers. Wahid may consider a referendum, but not
The wage increase is packaged with an $18.4
immediately, sources report.
billion tax cut, which will be culled from projected
surpluses. Small businesses are expected to benFalun Gong Members On Trial
efit the most from this cut.
BEIJING, China—Chinese authorities say they
"We're talking about tax relief for small busihave brought criminal charges against 111 memness, not the wealthiest," said Republican Senabers of the Falun Gong, a religious sect. The Chi- tor Rod Grams from Minnesota.
nese government believes the spiritual group is a
A few minutes before the Senate passed the
cult and is alarmed at its fast-growing popularity.
Republican measure, a similar bill by the DemoSince the government crackdown last week, an crats was shot down. The Democratic plan would
unknown number of members have been arrested.
have made the increase more quickly, and would
Some have died in prison, while others have been
have provided less tax cuts for small businesses.
sent to re-education or labor camps. The Falun
President Clinton is likely to veto the RepubliGong was outlawed last July, but group members can version of the bill. Clinton said Tuesday that
have continued to meet secretly. The group com- the GOP plan was rife with "unfair and excessive
bines meditation exercises with Buddhism, Taotax breaks to special interests."
ism, and ideas of its founder, Li Hongzhi.
Sources: AP, BBC, Boston Globe, UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Tacoma News-Tribune,
NATIONAL
London Independent, Minneapolis Star-Tribune,
NY Times
Doctors to Have Final Say in Health Care
Questions or comments regarding News Around
NEW YORK, NY—The health care industry
the Globe can be addressed to A.J. Ilika at x3197.
has seen a major breakthrough. United Health
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Pierce

continued from front page

erature, but in every educational experiPierce believes she did not come to
ence. However, even as Pierce was adUPS as some seasoned administrative
vancing and changing roles, she had not professional. She continues to insist that
forgotten the passion for teaching that
she is an educator, first and foremost.
had begun her career.
Except for her last seven years at UPS,
At Tulsa, and later at Lewis and Clark
Pierce has taught every year since 1966.
College, Pierce continued to teach one
As she puts it, her job now is merely "to
course so that her interaction with stucreate the circumstances" where great
dents would not be lost. In some ways,
teaching can happen.
Pierce likes to think that as President she
Pierce still has those nagging questions
is still teaching, just
about teaching and
that "the audiences are
about leaving behind
different."
what was once her
"All my values are My greatest frustration is
greatest passion. As a
the same as they were that my schedule has not
doctoral student at
when I was teaching allowed me to teach... I
Wisconsin, she wrote
full-time," she noted.
about Faulkner, about
miss it. I still miss it."
Her stay as Acaambivalence, ambigudemic Vice-President
ity, complexity and the
at Lewis and Clark
—President Piece ability to listen to sevwas relatively short
eral voices at once.
due to persistent
The literary experiphone calls from a "very persuasive"
ence in itself inspires her to claim still
Lowry Wyatt regarding the vacant posithat "I've learned almost everything I
tion of president at UPS. After Wyatt conneed to know about being an adminisvinced her to visit the school, Pierce met
trator from Faulkner."
with Trustees, faculty and students. Upon
However, Faulkner is now reasonably
leaving, she realized that she wanted the
absent from her public life, and doesn't
job "more than I had ever wanted any- make many hallowed appearances in
thing professionally in my life." After Presidential Cabinet Meetings. "My
being named a finalist several weeks greatest frustration is that my schedule
later, Pierce was offered the job. She imhas not allowed me to teach," she said.
mediately accepted.
"I miss it. I still miss it."
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OPEN FORUMS
& CAMPUS EVENTS
"The Diversity of Premodern
Ecologies," a talk by Stephanie
Koerner of the University of Pittsburgh, will be presented on Thursday,
Nov. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in JO 203.
"Why We Fought: Holocaust
Memory in Spielberg's 'Saving Private Ryan," a lecture regarding indifference, will presented by A. Susan
Owen and Peter Ehrenhaus on Thursday, Nov. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Rotudna. The lecture is being presented in connection with the Sur-Rational Painting Exhibit now on display
in the Kittredge Gallery.
"A Journey to the African American museum" will be hosted by the
Umoja House on Saturday, Nov. 13th
at 10:00 a.m. To make reservations or
for mor e information, please contact
Te'Luvv at x4849.
"Contemporary Russian Political
Culture," a tea with History Professor Theodore Taranovoski, will take
place on Tuesday, Nov. 16 at 5:00 p.m.
at the Langlow House (1218 N. Alder).

"What is advertising really selling
us?" Nationally known media critic
and lecturer Jean Kilbourne will speak
on Wednesday, Nov. 17 at 6:00 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel. Tickets for the lecture are $2 with a valid student ID, or
$5 for general admission.
"In Praise of Hard Industries:
Why Manufacturing, Not the Information Economy, is the Key to Prosperity," by international author and journalist Eamonn Fingleton, will be given
on Wednesday, Nov. 17 at 4:00 p.m. in
the WSC Murray Boardroom.
"Setting Sun? Reflections on the
Asian Crisis," a lecture given by author James Fallows will be presented
on Thursday, Nov. 18 at 4:00 p.m. in
the Rasmussen Rotunda.
Tracy Gartman, Director of Admissions from Emory University,
Candler School of Theology will be
available on Friday, Nov. 12 from
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in the WSC to
meet with individuals who are interested in applying to the program.
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continued from front page

statement than anything else.
When questioned by UPS students and faculty
on whether he believes the embargo will be lifted,
he replied, "We don't know, we hope it will be
soon."
The primary reason that De Estenoz is in the
area is to attend the World Trade Organization talks
as a representative. He plans to discuss how to help
resolve debts that many impoverished, developing countries have with more affluent nations.
He also plans to address how to get fair prices
on exports from small, financially distressed nations in hopes that this would guarantee a real economic gain for both wealthy and poor countries.

Dolliver

continued from front page

Dolliver's "interminable intellectual hunger has
fostered both a deep wisdom and a strong ethic
which he constructively brought to bear on all the
issues the Board addressed," said Weyerhaeuser.
Dolliver has been an ardent supporter of liberal
arts education since he graduated from Swarthmore
College in Pennsylvania.
"He and his wife, Barbara, both embody the

Jeffersonian notion that a liberal arts education prepares people to become informed and contributing
citizens," said'President Susan Pierce.
UPS established the National Endowment for the
Humanities Distinguished Professorship in 1997.
The endowment is awarded every three years.
English Professor Robert Garratt is the current recipient of this professorship.

Housing

continued from front page

will build new facilities and, if it does, whether they
will take the form of apartments or a traditionalstyles residence hall.
According to committee member and Dean of
Students Kris Bartanen, both the advantages and
costs of new housing must be weighed in light of
several long-term, educational objectives under
consideration by the university.
"Ultimately, it will be a Board of Trustees decision as to whether we go ahead with one or more of
these goals," Bartanen said,
Committee member and Associate Dean of Student Development Jim Hoppe said the development
of co-curricular programs would be a main objective of any new housing facilities.
"There is a desire to add to the campus housing
pool a different kind of housing... something that
would help to further the goals of creating living
and learning environments," Hoppe said.
This would include more programs like the Todd
Hall Language Floor and Schiff Outdoor Hall.
Bartanen said the committee tentatively hopes to

•

make its proposal to the Trustees by Feb. or March.
While the Trustees will make any final decision,
Hoppe said student input is welcome and encouraged. The committee held focus group meetings
with students and faculty members on Nov. 2 and 3
to discuss options for new housing facilities.
"We had the whole range of perspectives [at the
meeting]," Hoppe said.
While not all input was favorable to new on-campus facilities, Hoppe said, "I think every statement
that was made helped further the discussion and
brought up perspectives that need to be considered."
Given the current higher cost of living on-campus, ASUPS President Dave Bowe said the university would have to seriously consider whether new
housing facilities are feasible.
"The university is planning on spending a lot of
money on new buildings, and we have to examine
whether there's a need or a desire," he said.
Bowe also stressed the need for serious discussion on whether more co-curricular programs would
actually draw more students to on-campus housing

Faces to Know
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"If at first you don't succeed,

try and try again."
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Snowboarding and surfing
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Manage the ASUPS budget

of $555,000, oversee all internal ASUPS account, ing and financial practices.

E CURRENT CON&

•

Make sure ASUPS organiza-

tions to not over spend students' money, increase
efficiency in financial requests.

ASUPS Director of Business Services:
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Student volunteers for Habitat for Humanity helped build
a utility shed in front of the Wheelock Student Center on
Saturday, Nov. 6 to gain attention for their group.

It's amazing what
this little thing can do.
Protect yourself from getting pregnant with
the birth control pill or another contraceptive.
During September and October, new patients
receive first month's supply of birth control
pills free!
Cal 1for an appointment today.

Planned Parenthood®
J . 1-800-230-PLAN
of Western Washington ,

Huntington Beach, California.
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Sub Debs debut at bottom 'Bachelor' love story
The first track, "12XU," is simply depressing. I was hoping they would improve from
there, but it's the same thing, song in and song
Once in a while, an album comes along out. "Picture Phone" attempts to be fun.and to
which is so incredibly inferior that I don't quite perk the listener up. Instead, it led me to take
know how to approach it. It can be hard com- a Tylenol for my throbbing headache.
ing to grips with a group of professionals pro"Give it Up," the fourth track, is still pretty
ducing such dreck.
awful, but it does represent a change of pace
Unfortunately, the Sub Debs' first release, for which the listener should be grateful. This
She's So Control, is just that. It is truly an aw- is a brief respite, however. The next song
ful album. In my search for its strong points, I "Hypnotized," slips back into the monotony
was almost left empty-handed.
of She's So Control. After that, we
The "star" of the band—if ^
4,4gicc get songs like "Don't Mess with
you can call her that—is
Us," sort of an inept, '90s imitaBrooke, the lead guitarist and
tion of the Beach Boys.
vocalist. Her whiny vocal per- One of the most stunningly abysformance is almost embarrassing. From the mal tracks of the album is "Damage Control."
first track, it is obvious that she has no ability, The song, actually, is probably better than most
at least at this point, to carry a tune. of the others; it's marginally creative, and, at
Brooke's guitar skills are adequate, but the least until the last couple of verses, is someguitar lines themselves are unchallenging and what catchy.
obnoxiously repetitive.
The performance of this song, however, is
The drummer, James, also seems to have so unbelievably incompetent, it's painful to
mastered the ability to play the same thing on hear. Never have I heard such a shrieking,
every beat. Star, the third member, doesn't add tuneless vocal performance, and the backmuch eiiher on bass or on vocals. grounds don't help at all.
The chief problem of She's So Control is
The last few tracks get progressively more
the material. I don't know how much time the difficult to listen to, as the listener just gets
Sub Debs spent on writing these songs; how- antsy to get the album over with.
ever long it took them, it was time wasted.
I don't know where the Sub Debs intend to
Every song is monotonous and involves tune- go from here, but as for She's So Control, I
less, droning vocal lines and wholly uninter- really can't make my opinion any clearer. The
esting instrumentals.
best aspect of this hideous piece of...work?
I won't even go into the lyrics, except to The album is, mercifully, only half an hour
say that they are generally dim-witted and long, though it seems longer with all the momeaningless. Unfortunately, since they write notony of material involved.
their own material, the Sub Debs can't blame
When you're done with this album, you
their songwriters for the frightful quality of might want to tune into KUPS to cleanse your
She's So Control.
ears of the horrible noise.
JOSH EPSTEIN

Staff Writer

disappoints all diences

0

Emux groLrz
Staff Writer

day, less than 24 hours away.
The movie carries on from there, following
Jimmie and his friends as they search for a
Everyone knows that romantic comedies are suitable wife for
usually not the kind of movies that bring a lot him. Through it all,
of surprises. They start by introducing you to at least ten unsuctwo people and tell the story of how they end cessful proposals,
up together. Not all romantic comedies fall into Jimmie finds he
this mold, but "The Bachelor" certainly does only wants one
not break it. girl—Anne.
Movie
While far from
In other words, if you
lievTow
are looking for surprise, the best of romandon't watch this movie. However, if you're tic comedies, it will
content with that and just want a little fun, "The have you laughing
in places and is an
Bachelor" could be for you.
"The Bachelor" stars Chris O'Donnell and entertaining look at
O'Donnell stars in
Renee Zellwegger as a couple who have been bachelorhood and
'The Bachelor."
dating for three years. Jimmie Shannon the fear of commit(O'Donnell) is not anxious to give up his life ment. While some parts are funny only because
as a "mustang," as he likes to call it—where they are also unbelievably cheesy, certain charmarriage is in the very far, distant future. Ev- acters stand out as simply hilarious and bring
erything changes when Anne (Zellwegger) some real comedy to the film. O'Donnell and
catches the bouquet at a friend's wedding, and Zellwegger work well together and bring charisma to the movie, but their actthe pressure is on the bachelor
Movie Rating
ing alone couldn't hold up the
to pop the question.
System
movie. Altogether, it was worthAfter one botched attempt at
while for some laughs; the story
proposing, which brings a diNot worth your time
*
line could have been better.
sastrous end to the relationship,
Rent it when there's
End Result: Cutesy and
the situation becomes even **
nothing better to do
unsurprising,
rather funny but
more complicated—Jimmie's
grandfather dies and leaves a *** Worth going out to definitely not a must-see.
one of these days
fortune to his grandson. The
RATING
only condition is that he must **** Run, don't walk to
the
movie
theater!
be married by his thirtieth birth-
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Know Your

gerS
Most Puget Sound students (65%)
or fewer drinks*
have
when they choose to drink.

4

*1 Drink= one 12 oz. Beer, 4.5 =Wine, I oz. Hard liquor
Based an sums, data collected by Counseling, Health andWallnass Sankas
(IM) from 352 Puget Sound students Ina randomly selected mathvg.
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History Museum blends education, entertainment
KRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor

sonal items in his pack. Many
"Sunrise to Paradise" tells
of these items will be included
the story of Mount Rainier,
in the exhibit, including the
starting with an impressive
contents of Mallory's pockets
aerial film of the mountain,
and his snow goggles.
providing close-ups of the
In addition to the fascinatpeak's curves and contours.
ing exhibits, the museum ofInterspersed with geologifers a gift shop full of Washcal displays of the volcanic
ington memorabilia including
nature of the peak are artists'
art glass made from Mt. St.
renderings and poets' tributes
Helens volcanic ash, and a
to the mountain. Also included
Museum Café complete with
are historical photographs and
gourmet coffee and light enartifacts from the park's many
trees. Parking is ample and
years of recreational activities.
reasonable at $2 for up to
Especially striking is UPS
three hours. Admission is $7
alum Dale Chihuly's contribuStatues as well as other
for adults, $6.25 for seniors
tion, an "ice cave" created
and $5 for students with I.D.
with mirrors, colored lights cultural artifacts are
Museum hours are 10:00 a.m.
and glass stalactites. You have displayed as examples of
to 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday
to see it to experience the ef- Filipino life and faith.
through Saturday, and Sunday
fect of the surreal environ11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Thursdays from 5:00
ment created. The exhibit ends Jan. 6.
Beginning Nov. 26, the museum will offer to 8:00 p.m. admission is free.
Spend an afternoon at the Washington State
an exhibit on one of Mt. Everest's most famous climbers, George Mallory. Mallory dis- History Museum and find out more about the
state you're studying in, then hit the nearby
appeared midway up the peak on his third ascent of the mountain, and climbers recently shops, restaurants and theaters for a full day
of cultural and educational expansion.
discovered his body, along with various perCourtesyof Washi n gt on S tateHi story M useum

"Welcome to the most unique history museum in the Pacific Northwest," reads the map
for the Washington State History Museum.
"It's history with an attitude," the brochure
adds. Located next to Union Station on Pacific Avenue in Tacoma, the museum blends
classic displays with interactive exhibits, offering entertainment alongside education.
The museum shows its uniqueness with two
floors of exhibits. The main floor features the
permanent exhibits known as "the great hall
of Washington history," from Lewis and
Clark's encounters with Native Americans to
the frontier encountered by
Washington's first white settlers, to life in Washington
during World War II.
The exhibits depict scenes
out of life at each of these times, creating statues of people involved and playing speeches
known to have been delivered by those people.
For example, in the first area, Lewis and
Clark's dialogue with a chief is played, giving the observer more of a feeling of "being
there" instead of just reading about it on a

plaque next to the diorama.
In many areas of this exhibit, computer stations offer extended opportunities for study.
One station gives visitors an opportunity to
listen to the variety of Native American languages used in Washington. A large flat screen
monitor sits in the "Modern Washington" section, offering to show the geological formation of Washington through the ages. For instance, 11 million years ago, the land mass now
known as Washington was a completely flat,
humid tropical rainforest.
The other floor displays temporary exhibits. Currently, it contains"Across Oceans of
Dreams: Filipino Pioneers in Washington" and
"Sunrise to Paradise: the Story of Mount
Rainier National Park."
"Across Oceans of Dreams"
.EUN"
tells the story of Filipino pioREVIEW neers who worked in the fields
and factories of Washington
and then stayed to start businesses and raise
their families. The exhibit is filled with artwork and artifacts of the Filipino people, and
uses the stories of a few individuals to personalize the struggles and rewards encountered
by these pioneering spirits. The exhibit will
run through April 23.

TAG's 'Murder' fails to
draw, enthrall audiences
VAUNA JONES

Assistant A&E Editor
An abrupt dimming of the lights simultaneously accompanied by a loud drum-roll and
dark music signals the beginning of the play
"Dial M for Murder." It also gives half the
members of the older audience a heart attack.
The beginning is actually a high point of the
play—it is all downhill from there.
It is never a good sign for a play when you
walk into the theatre ten minutes before
showtime and are instantly given two firstclass tickets in the front and center of the
Tacoma Actor's Guild's Theatre on the Square.
A second sign that the play is probably less
than spectacular is
74catc/t when there are only
thirty people in the
ccte7c-ett audience and you and
your escort are the youngest of the lot.
As predicted, the play was not one that I'd
pay money to see. In spite of its ominous title,
"Dial M for Murder" is not the type of play
that will keep you guessing and on the edge
of your seat. It is not the fault of the actors,
who performed beautifully, but the play itself,
which is very boring. The only thing that kept
me awake in the middle was the loudly growling stomach of the man next to me.
"Dial M for Murder," a play by Frederick
Knott, is the story of two men, a woman and
murder. Tony Wendice is a former Wimbledon
star who married his wife just for her fabulous wealth.
He discovered a year before the play takes
place that his wife had a lover, an American
by the name of Max Halladay. The play opens
with a nervous reunion between Margot
Wendice and her lover, who quarrel when
Margot timidly tells Max that one of his love
letters had been stolen and that she was unsuccessfully blackmailed with it.
Throughout the course of the three-act play,

the audience discovers that Tony knew about
his wife's assignations and, after meeting her
erstwhile lover, finalized his decision to have
her murdered.
He blackmails Captain Lesgate, a man he
knew from college, into doing the dirty deed
but, through a series of mishaps, the wouldbe murderer is the one who ends up dead.
Through the investigations of the inspiring and
tireless Inspector Hubbard, Margot is found
guilty of murder, jailed, and sentenced to the
death penalty.
Margot never arrives at her execution. The
Inspector follows his suspicious nose and discovers Tony's dirty motives. The play ends
happily, of course, with no plot twists to speak
of. The only interesting scene was the attempted murder of Margot Wendice, shown
in slow motion using a strobe light, which was
actually kind of disturbing to watch.
The cast was the best part of the play. Inspector Hubbard, played by A. Bryan
Humphrey, did a great job with his part as the
suspicious police officer. The talents of
Suzanne Bouchard as the wrongly-accused
wife, Margot Wendice, alternately inspired
pity and irritation in the audience as she vacillated between silent suffering and uncontrollable sobbing. As the villain of the story, Peter
Lohnes, in the part of Tony Wendice, did a
fantastic job of making everyone dislike him.
Unfortunately, even this extraordinarily gifted
cast was unable to make the play interesting.
Blame it on the weather or the fact that it
was a Sunday performance, blame it on whatever you like, but the fact remains that "Dial
M for Murder" isn't exactly drawing in the
crowd—or keeping them, either.
If you are still interested in seeing the play,
it runs six days a week, Tuesday through Sunday, from November 3-21. General admission
is $20-25, student and senior tickets cost
$12.50. For tickets and information, call the
Tacoma Actor's Guild Box Office at 272-2145.

The Funk if I Know
Benefit Concert
with guest Calaphas
Nov.13, 8:30 p.m.
Rotunda
$1 or canned food donation

Regester Lecture by Geoffrey Block
"Lenore,' 'Fidatio,' and Three Connecticut
Yankees in the Court of Critical Opinion: The
Second Thoughts of Beethoven, Ives, and Rodgre
Nov.17, 8:00 p.m.
Kilworth Chapel, Free

PLU Football Tailgate Party
Nov.12
Call Mary Radford at X4002 for information

Underground Jazz
Nov. 21, 7:20 p.m.
Concert Hall, Free

ElIENTS

cla""
Warren Miller's Golden Anniversary Film "Fifty'
Nov.13, 2:00, 6:00 end 9:00 p.m.
Pantages Theatre
Call Broadway Canter Box Office for Tickets
591-5894
Trinity Irish Dance Company
Nov.18-20, WO p.m.
Meany Theater, UW campus
428 general, 014 student
'AxA: Multi-Directions in Asian American Film"
Nov.19, 2.-00-4,-000 p.m.
Theatre Off Jackson, 409 7th Ave. 2., Seattle
Indigo Girls
Nov.12, 8:00 p.m.
Metre Arena
$25.50429.50
Tidemark!: (206) 628-0888
"Christmas Memories" memory book demo
Borden: Books and Music
2508 S. 28th St.
Nov.19, 9:00 p.m.

Pacific Northwest Ballet presents
'Tradition and Innovation'
Nov.11-12, 7:20 p.m.
Nov.12, 2:00 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
Seattle Center Opera Nouse
$16.504100.00

Dance Theatre Northwest presents
"Christmas in Seattle
Nov.11, 2:004:00 p.m.
Nov.19, 2:90-4:90 p.m.
New Scants Exhibition 14414W
"Across Oceans of Dreams
Brown-bag lunch
Nov.1g, 12:00 p.m.
Washington State History Museum
Free
Evening with Dee Motenaar,
former Mt. Rainier ranger
Nov.18, 6:90 p.m.
Washington State History Museum
Free
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'Maggie Bluffs' delivers cheap, satisfying food •
tUFFS
•

KEITH CHAFFEE-ELLIS

Contributing Editor

When I was thirteen years old, I was introduced to my favorite restaurant, Maggie Bluffs
Marina Grill (or as it is commonly known,
Maggie Bluffs or simply Maggie's). Since
then, at any opportunity I've taken my friends
and family there with the excitement of any
person who has some big secret to share. So
now, my fellow friends, it's your turn to learn
about Maggie Bluffs.
If you need more of a reason to go to Maggie
Bluffs than to dine on deliciously prepared
food, then the view.
is more than
enough. Situated
underneath the elegant and highpriced Palisade restaurant, Maggie Bluffs
looks out over Elliot Bay and downtown Seattle, and on good days, Mt. Rainier rises above
the horizon in the distance.
Even if you don't care about views, the food
is worthy of the trip. Unfortunately, in today's
world you tend to get what you pay for. Maggie
Bluffs is an exception to this rule. With nothing on the menu exceeding the ten-dollar line
one would expect mediocre food, but Maggie's
food is over and above mediocre, providing
taste sensations worthy of any deity's table.

QesLaurant

Review

Every appetite has a chance
to be satisfied with Maggie's
wide variety of cuisine.
Maggie Bluffs's menu
features appetizers ranging
from beer-battered onion rings to calamari
with lemon aoeli, and main courses following
the same pattern with choices from hamburgers to grilled fresh halibut skewers.
Not only does Maggie's perfect the standards of restaurant menus, it also colors its
menu with creative and unique creations such
as Salmon 'n' Chips (the same as fish 'n' chips,
but with salmon instead of cod), Cajun
Fettuccini (with chicken), and the ever-popular Creamy Pesto Salad.
As for the deserts, all I have to say is that
with choices like the Creme Bred& Trio (vanilla, raspberry, and chocolate) and a
Thorndyke Key Lime Cheesecake, one can't
go wrong.
Another bonus is that Maggie's serving proportions are just right. Portions at Maggie's
suit any appetite—having a big appetite, my
stomach has never left unsatisfied.
The atmosphere at Maggie Bluffs is a peculiar one. Its coziness is pleasant, despite
somewhat crowded, narrow passageways between some of the tables. Informality is standard, with odd pictures (like one of a dog navigating a motorboat) adorning the walls, ESPN

on two muted televisions, Seneca St. exit (no. 165), merge onto Seneca
miniature spinning sails as St. and then turn right onto 4th Ave. Go along
ceiling fans, and the staff 4th until you hit Denny Way, taking a slight
wearing khakis and casual
left onto Denny Way, and then a slight right
polo shirts.
onto Western Ave. West. Western Ave. then
One of the major strikes against Maggie's
becomes Elliott Ave. West, and after that beis their bathrooms. They're not too convecomes 15th Ave. West.
nient—to follow the call of nature, one must
Continue along 15th until you come to an
find their way through a long corridor past sev- overpass with a light before it, take a left onto
eral offices to the bathroom.
West Garfield St.,
Maggie Bluffs jokes about
which takes you up a
With nothing on the
this by posting a comical sign
ramp.
above the entryway to the long
You're going to
menu exceeding the tenhallway, saying: "This way to
want to take the first
dollar line, one would
exit, which is a slight
the restrooms (arrow), out the
right just after you
door, turn left, head for
expect mediocre food,
reach the top of the
Bainbridge (Island), they're on
but Maggie's food is
ramp. After taking
the right (If you end up in
Poulsbo, you went too far). Hey,
the exit, go down the
over and above
ramp and turn left
they're not handy, but they work
onto 23rd Ave West,
most of the time."
mediocre, providing
which then turns into
Maggie's location is a mixed
taste sensations worthy
West Marina Place.
blessing of sorts. Isolated on the
Go along West Masouth side of Magnolia, getting
of any deity's table.
rina and then turn
to this restaurant is no easy task,
into the parking lot
but its isolation aids in the feelfor the Palisade. Find parking (it's free).
ing of coziness and enjoying a little-known
Maggie's is on the lower level, underneath the
treat. Reservations aren't needed, but on a Friday or Saturday night a twenty-minute wait Palisade on the southeast side of the building.
Congratulations, you've made it to one of the
isn't uncommon.
To get to Maggie's, take I-5 North. Take the best little-known restaurants in Seattle!

•

•

•

Friday DJs bare all, dance behind the microphone
Kelly: "We often dance on the

INTERVIEW BY ALICIA ARMENTROUT

Staff Writer

counters totally naked."

DJs: Liz Coen and Kelly Doxey
Show time: Fridays 4:00-6:00
p.m.

What are the things you do
not like about KUPS?

What type of music do you
play on the air?

Liz: "We feel rotation is
a little restrictive."
Kelly: "But it is getting
better and we are working
on getting a show without
rotation."

Liz: "Alternative. It is a large
mix of music, a lot of songs you
will not hear on regular radio."
Kelly: "We try to find good
DJs Liz. Coen and Kelly Doxey
stuff for people and introduce
the campus to new songs by fa- consider which track should be
the next for their radio show.
miliar artists."
Both: "Some examples of the
bands you will hear include Tori
Amos, the Pixies, Radiohead, Tilt, Why do you like being a DJ for
KUPS?
Cake, and Soul Coughing."
What makes your show unique?
Liz: "We are naked when we broadcast and try to project that into the music we play."

HE4

helps broaden my pitifully narrow
musical horizons—living with Caribou in Alaska has set my musical
boundaries back a few years."

What made you want to be a DJ for
the Sound?

Liz: "Being a DJ is a form of
expression. We like to talk and share
with the campus and listeners."
Kelly: "It is a good way to learn and
find things out about music I like. It

band, who would it be?

•

Liz: "Tori Amos. She is an amazing artist with incredible writing ability."
Kelly: "Van Morrison. I
can listen to him forever
and never get sick of
him. The culture incorporated in his
songs never becomes
obsolete."
What is your favorite
music that you don't play
on your show?

Liz: "Ben Harper, the Bottle
Liz: "A lot of people involved with Rocket soundtrack, Tricky, rap and
the radio are cool, they are a friendly punk. Some of my favorite music is
group of people to work with. And it hard to play because we are in the
is just fun." safe harbor zone."
Kelly: "The country part of me is
Kelly: "I thought it would be a fun
experience that I probably will not never shown on the radio. I like the
Dixie Chicks, Trisha Yearwood, and
have the opportunity to do again."
Garth Brooks—I - guess it is part of
If you could meet any musician or my small town culture."

•

CA/vIPUS FILMS

WaNNa 300d dear?
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brit this ad into The Cellar November
11th and receive a ;me toppin
with purchase a a larva
MON. TO THURS., 11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 A.M., FRI., 11:00 A.M. TO

12:00

A.M., SAT.,

7:00

P.M. TO

12:00 A.M. & SUN., 8:00

P.M. TO

12:00

A.M.
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Primo Grill serves up History sold on Antique Row
festive Italian dining

Victorian dinette set. Their display case of
antique daggers is worth checking out. Each
of them have a detailed history, one of the most
Tacoma's Antique Row is an interesting part interesting being a seventeenth-century silver
of town. Spending an afternoon there, lookdagger with a goose foot for a handle. Lick's
ing at fifteen year-old Care Bears alarm clocks is open from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. daily.
and 150 year old Chinese rickshaws, I was
Margarine Solo sells a lot of 1950's Ameriamazed just how much history could fit in a cana, including '50s advertising signs and furfew blocks. Even if you don't buy anything, niture. Next to Margarine Solo is the amazing
the stores in Antique Row provide an eclectic
Sanford & Son, which is worth a visit and
look at history that you won't find in any that's about it. They described themselves as
museum.
having "over 25,000 square feet of quality and
Located around 8th and Broadway, the
diversity." The quality part is certainly right.
stores in Antique Row are each decorated A beautiful Gothic mantel cost $6,000, their
uniquely and painted in bright colors. Potted loveseats and chairs ran $500 at the least.
plants with tricycles and
Only check out this
teacups lodged in their
store to see what you may
concrete bases line the RampArt, for example,
be able to buy once on a
sidewalk. While some
steady income. Sanford
stores cater to wealthier has all sorts of stuff to
and Son is open seven
wallets, others have great
days a week, and just in
make your dorm room
stuff for the lowliest colcase you have any valulege student.
ables you are itching to
look like Pee Wee's
RampArt, for example,
get off your hands, they
Playhouse.AAs myfrie
Play
renn d
has all sorts of stuff to
can buy antiques directly
make your dorm room said to me, "it's two
from you.
look like Pee Wee's PlayCinepox Antique Cohouse. The place is packed floors of weirdness."
operative has some of the
with stuff, obliging people
coolest bicycles from the
to wander the twisted isles
'40s and '50s. One of the
in single file. Mannequins in various states of bikes was in beautiful condition, with a mile
dress protrude from the mountains of velvet counter, clock, and disc brakes. They also had
Jesus paintings, eight-track stereos, and kid- Victorian optical illusion lithographs and
ney-shaped coffee tables. As my friend said plenty of '60s psychedelic lamp shades. Simiof RampArt's environment, "it's two floors of lar to many of the other antique stores in the
weirdness." If you are interested, it is worth row, Cinepox's selection is quite eclectic with
the visit. The hours are odd (as is everything surprises around every corner.
else). They are open 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
If you're looking for prints, see Antiques
on Mondays through Fridays and 2:00 p.m. on Broadway, right next door to Cinepox. They
to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.
also have plenty of inexpensive and classy
Lick's Antique shop specializes more in frames to go with the art.
jewelry, watches, and silver. The selection is
You could have a good time shopping, or
almost as wacky and diverse as RampArt's, browsing in the Antique Row. There are plenty
but much more diverse, and the setting isn't of restaurants and free parking. And with
Grounds for Coffee, the Mecca Adult, and
nearly as claustrophobic.
You can find everything here from a full Pantages Theatre nearby, it's a good place to
body California Raisin costume to an entire fit in a show and some coffee as well.
SHERRARD EWING

Staff Writer

ERIK STEIGI1NER

varieties and five pastas to choose from. The
rock shrimp, arugula and sweet onion pizza
tempted me, as did the spaghetti with grilled
Do you have relatives or friends who are
vegetables and basil pesto. But instead, I
coming to visit? If so, why go to the SUB when
opted for an item from the "Big Time" porinstead you could take them (or better yet, they
tion of the menu (I wasn't footing the bill).
could take you) to Primo Grill? The festive
These items range from a $14.50 grilled
restaurant is located on 6' Avenue, about a five
lemon rosemary chicken to a $22.50 New
minute drive from campus.
York steak.
Upon arriving at
I ordered a wood-roasted king salmon,
Primo, I was seated
served with sautéed winter greens and a wali
fairly quickly as a
nut vinaigrette. The delicate fish was flaky
Sinatra
record
and tender, and just a little crispy at each end
played in the backfor extra texture. Once again, the vinaigrette
ground. The obligatory plate of bread was
added a great deal to the overall flavor, probrought to my table, and I was somewhat disviding a tantalizing hint of lemon.
mayed at the presence of only four relatively
I had two minor gripes, the greater being
thin slices. My uneasiness was dispelled, howthe slightly too-loud atmosphere (which
ever, when they promptly brought me more
might actually come in handy if you're on a
after I polished those off.
date that's not going well). Also, the
I drank in both the decor and an iced tea,
restrooms are inconveniently located right by
which were mellow and subthe entrance, where a
tly peachy, respectively.
crowd of diners wait to
Primo Grill is wide open in- The delicate fish was flaky
be seated.
side, and is done in a purple, and tender, and just a
The Primo Grill is
green and yellow pastel moopen for dinner Monday
tif, almost Mardi Gras- little crispy at each end
through Thursday from
esque. The grill area is out
5:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.,
for extra texture. Once
in the open, so diners can
Friday through Saturday
watch the grill chefs at work again, the vinaigrette
from 5:00 p.m. to 10:30
preparing meals.
p.m., and Sunday from
added a great deal to the 4:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. It
There is a good selection
of appetizers and wines, nei- overall flavor, providing a is open for lunch Monther of which I sampled. The
day through Friday from
ten appetizers include fire tantalizing hint of lemon.
11:15 a.m. to 130 p.m.
roasted pancetta, gourmet
My evening at the
wrapped portabello mushrooms, calamari, and
Grill was a welcome break from SUB dina fresh medley of grilled vegetables.
ing, and I would recommend it to anyone
There are three salads to choose from—Caelooking for a tasty night out on the town.
sar, green, and endive. The endive salad,
If you've run out of money at the end of
served with a creamy mustard vinaigrette, was
the evening but could still use some dessert,
quite appetizing, especially the vinaigrette.
I suggest the nearby Taco Bell for some cinAs for the main course, there are three pizza
namon twists.

Guest Writer
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Sigma Alpha Iota sponsors
24-hour music marathon
benefiting Tacoma youth

A&

IN BRIEF
Bustamove.com offers dance
lessons on the Internet

Attention Class of 200011
This could be your last
opportunity to

Swing dancing is once again popular across the country. If you're looking for a way to learn this or many
other types of dancing, check out www.bustamove.com .
The site offers dance moves from swing to salsa to wed-

•

ding dances.

leave a legacy. .
or at least get free food.

Each dance move includes a video clip with the appropriate music. Then the clip is shown in slow motion
so you can better understand each detail of the move.
There is even a section which features what specifically
not to do on the dance floor. The moves are performed
by David Weiss and Valentina Kostenko, expert club
performers and one of the top ten ballroom dancing

Join the Senior Class Gift
Committee for free Pizza
On November 17th in Jones 205
at 5:00 PM

teams in the country.
Basic moves are free, and advanced moves can be
purchased at $1 per move, about :a tenth of what you

From 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 4 to 5:00p.m.
on Friday, Nov. 5, Sigma Alpha Iota, the
women's music fraternity, hosted a 24-hour
music marathon benefiting the Tacoma Tone
School, which teaches youth to play instruments.

would pay for a dance class. Also, once you have paid
for a move, you keep access to it forever.
.

Don't have a partner? Not to worry. Bustamove has

a database you can search to find a partner who shares
your dancing interests, as well as your location and skill.
So i fyou want to learn to dance, bookmark Bustamovenew moves are coming soon!

Help make the gift of Y2K
more than just a job for
computer science majors!
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egardless of whether we want to be or not, we
are surrounded by the media. It only makes
sense, then, that we should be aware of what
the media is and how it affects our world. What does
the media say about us? How does it reflect "reality,"
and how do we interpret the information that it gives
us? These are the questions we should be asking
ourselves as we soak up all the media images,
statements, assumptions and inconsistencies that
pummel us. Only by recognizing these problems can
we attempt to solve or avoid falling victim to them.

•
•
•

Classes offered which address
gender and media issues at UPS:
CSOC 212
Women, Men and Society
CTA 440
Gender and Communication
CTA 222
Introduction to Mass
Communication

CTA 422
Advanced Media Studies
ENGL 405
Writing and Gender (not offered
next semester)
ENGL 235
Literature by Women

Note: Some of these courses are only offered certain years. Check the
Bulletin for more details on which years they can be taken.

UpIN LO AIrj

J 0 iCSOP II

o

Examples of gendered stereotypes
By placing males and females in particular roles, the media creates stereotypes about how "real"
men and 'real" women act in society. Although less overtly stated nowadays, many of these
stereotypes can still be seen in television shows and advertisements. Recognizing these stereotypes

empowers us

with the ability to critically watch and

not foil victim to advertisements that prey on

5cenart,o: A qoung, middle-class white Man and woman ( theq *ear to
man Ls Ln the driver seat and theq are parked IA front of a gas station.
•
for directions. He doesn't want to. the woman smiles and runs her ftnge
of the car to ask for directions or a map. The gas station clerk gives hL
for a map. The advertisement's announcer alludes to the fact that Lk Ls
at that made the man go ask for directions against his wt,II. The adv

stereotypes.

•

*Rear Women:

'Rear Man:
never enjoy activities such as

= never go to a restaurant to eat alone

knitting or sewing

= never eat more than the man they are

prefer red meat to fruits or vegetables

on a date with
= cannot be aggressive in sports

are always more

AliatoM

interested

in sports

than arts

= are sexually submissive

never use cosmetic products to

= never smoke pipes or cigars

improve their appearance

= never go in public without makeup

are never outwardly romantic or

= cannot display more intelligence than

sentimental
never do 'women's" jobs such as doing
the laundry or cleaning

the man they are with
= should not be interested in business or
political news

should not be interested in cooking

= never supervise men in the workplace

or decorating

= prefer eating potatoes, desserts and

are always sexually aggressive

salads rather than meat

Portions of the lists are from A New Formula for Gendering Products and Brands by Pamela L. Alreck.

Assumptions about the
the man should be driving
the man should know where he's going;if not, he should feel al
should refuse to admit Lt
the woman should b e Ln the passenger seat
the woman should be the voice of reason (as Ln "Honeq. we re los
the woman should be beautiful (Ln the classic media— reinforced
the woman should manipulate her beauty{ to look out for her saflik
tt, Ls beauty{, not tntelltgence, that enable women to get what th
the other man (station attendant) should serve as a reminder th
not Lied up to the expected standards of masculLnutq
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Speaker to address advertisements,
effects on consumer identity, values

Jean Kilbourne, voted "Lecturer of the Year" turned her focus to the tobacco and alcohol
by the National Association for Campus industry. She published more studies including
Activities, will visit UPS to give a lecture entitled, Slim Hopes and Pack of Lies in which she
"What is Advertising Really Teaching Us?"
continued to address the ways in which
Kilbourne is best known for her 1980s advertising affect the consumer.
Now, Kilbourne culminates her years of
documentary Killing Us Softly, one of the first
studies of its kind to address the power of research into a new book Deadly Persuasion: How
advertising and the ways in which advertisements Advertising Manipulates Us in an Age of
can harm a female's self image.
Addiction. Amazon.com says the book,
Her honest and in-depth study gained her "[Drawing] upon twenty years of research and
international recognition as a media and hundreds of examples, Kilbourne reveals the true
advertisement critic. _
nature of our connection to the myriad products
Years later she followed-up with another that advertisers try to sell us."
, documentary entitled Still Killing Us Softly, which
Kilbourne will speak about how advertisers
reiterated her findings about females. It also have gotten to a point where they are now selling
included ways in which advertising is affecting even more than just a product, but rather an
boys and men.
addiction to a product.
The distributor of the film, Cambridge
One of her posters reads, "The ads sell a great
Documentary Films, says, "[Kilbourne] shows her deal more than products. They sell values, images,
audience that ads may seem harmless and funny and concepts of success and worth, love and
by themselves, but they can add up to a powerful sexuality, popularity, and normalcy. Sometimes Jean Kilbourne is a national expert on
advertising and the ways in which it affects us.
form of cultural conditioning—and their message they even sell addictions."
Kilbourne will be speaking on Wednesday, She will be speaking at UPS on Wednesday,
is deadly serious."
After addressing and bringing to light the Nov. 16 at 6:00 p.m. in the Kilworth Chapel. Nov. 16 in Kilworth Chapel.
effects of gender-based advertisements, Kilbourne General admission is $5, or $2 with a student ID.

•

•
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atfrLend and gt,r1frLend) are in a car. The

Reality #1:

man is lost. The woman wants km to ask
rough her hair. The man gives LA. gets out
ok of

pad.] and amusement upon his request

Conclusions:

woman's use of her long, beautiful hair as
ement is for a brand of shampoo.
•

onmercial:
that he is lost and

e of the word)
pier desires
ed and/ or want
e man in the car has

so'

Women: 13uH the shampoo--qou'll
get your wail and your boyfriend will
see you as irresistibly beautiful
(just smile teasingly, run your
fingers through those freshlyshowered locks and you are
golden—he's putty in your hands).
And. anyway, you'll lookgorgeous.
Men: Good thing you're not as lame
as that poor gut.] that got lost, hut,
man, you should have your girlfriend
wash her hay with that stuff .

Children: This is what you have to
look forward to. rau attention.

100

so*

not all women are wht,te, mLddle-class, beauttful,
and the bearers of °nit.' the most silky head of
blonde hair
not all women want men to drive
not all men are ashamed of getting lost,
not all men are white, mLddle-class, good-looking
and sweetly impressionable
not all women want, to admit that they are lost either
this is not the example of gender relations that
children should be exposed to as humorous and realistic

Reality 111•
most people observing this ad will not
notice or care about any of these
assumptions and they incongruity with reality
the only wag to begin dealing with the
harmful wags in which the media ciao into
gender issues is to start being aware
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Swimmers win first meet of season •
and Olsen won the 200 fly in 2:20:47. Kirsten Booth won
two events for the Loggers, the 400 individual medley and
BTU. PARKER
the 200 backstroke. Also winning their events for the
Sports Editor
women's team were Melissa Clark (500 and 200 freestyle)
and Jenni Jameson (1000 freestyle).
The UPS swim team began their season on Saturday, Nov.
Among the standouts for the men's team was senior Kyle
6 on the road in a meet against Willamette and appeared to be
Sexton, who won the 200 freestyle in 1:46:41 and the 200
in the form that made
backstroke in 1:58:20.
them dominate in
He also helped the
1998-99, as both the
team to a win in the
men and women took
200 relay on a team
easy victories over
with fellow seniors
the Bearcats. The
Brian Juckelund and
men won by the
Nathan Guy, and junscore of 140.5 to
ior Andrew Caruthers.
60.5, while the
Guy also won the
women cruised to a
200 breaststroke with a
169-34 victory.
time of 2:16:84, and
Sophomore Carla
Juckelund placed first
Fellers set the moin the 200 fly with
mentum for the Log2:04:79. Freshman
gers, winning three
Nick Wilson added a
events. She took first
first-place finish in the
place in the 100
1000, completing the
freestyle with a time
race in 11:18:38.
of 54:68 and won the
Last season, the UPS
50 freestyle in 25:01.
women were NAIA naThen, Fellers wa-s a
tional champions and
part of the relay
the men finished secThe Loggers opened their season with a victory against
team, along with
ond in the nation. The
Willamette. The team's first home meet will be Nov. 13.
Amanda Didier and
teams' quest for this
Suzanne Olsen, that
year's championship
took first place in the 200 relay in 1:53:87.
continues this weekend with the first of their four home meets
Didier, a freshman, and Olsen, a sophomore, also came up
in the season, on Saturday, Nov. 13 at 1:00 p.m. against the
big for the Loggers. Didier won the 200 breaststroke in 2:31:20,
University of Utah.
SWIMMING

Loggers' Gamache named to
All-Conference First Team
The UPS volleyball team ended its season and missed
the playoffs, but still got good news this week, when
they learned that junior Eileen Gamache was selected
as a member of the All-Northwest Conference First
Team. Teammates Karen Thomas, Anne Crase and
Lindsi Weber were all named to the All-NWC Honorable Mention squad.
Gamache led the Loggers in kills and digs, and spent
portions of the season atop the NWC in kills, kills per
game, digs, and digs per game. Weber held the conference lead in assists for much of the season, and finished
with more than the rest of her team by a three-to-one
ratio. Thomas was second on the team in kills and digs,
and Crase led the team in blocks.
The team wrapped up their 1999 season on the road •
last weekend looking for a pair of wins that would even
their conference record at 8-8. They had -an excellent
chance, playing matches against the two teams in the
cellar of the Northwest Conference, Pacific University
and Lewis & Clark College. They fell just short of their
goal, however, falling to Pacific by a stunning 0-3 count
before returning to blast Lewis & Clark and end the
season on a winning note.
On Saturday, Nov. 5, UPS traveled to Pacific University for a match against the Pacific University Boxers,
who had just two conference wins and were in eighth
place in the nine-team conference. The Boxers made
the most of their final homestand of the season, upsetting the Loggers in three tightly contested games, 1921, 10-15 and 12-15. Gamache led the squad with 15
kills, and Thomas added 15 with an impressive .273
hitting percentage.
The Loggers rebounded the next day, cruising past a
hapless Lewis & Clark 15-2, 15-6, 15-10. Thomas and
Crase contributed eight and seven kills, respectively,
and Trisha Kawamoto led the team with 17 assists. The
loss left Lewis & Clark winless on the season, 0-16 in
conference play and 0-24 overall.
The Loggers finished the season with a 10-14 overall
record and a 7-9 conference record, putting them in sixth
place in the conference.

UPS shut out 42-0 by Linfield
A week after their largest offensive output in years, the
Logger football team failed to put any points on the board
against the Linfield Wildcats on Saturday, Nov. 5.
In their final home game of the season and in front of a
divided crowd at Baker Stadium, the UPS squad totaled
just 226 yards and were shut out for the first time during
this season.
The Loggers found themselves at a loss to stop the
Wildcats' tough passing game. Linfield quarterback Curt
Musser had an outstanding day, completing 24 of 39 passes
for 326 yards, one interception and three touchdowns. His
favorite target was wideout John Nosier, who caught 14
passes for 151 yards and a touchdown.
Senior wide receiver Jeff Halstead was the lone bright
spot of the Logger attack, pulling down 9 of quarterback
Craig Knapp's passes for 106 yards. He is currently averaging 116 receiving yards per game and needs just one
catch to surpass the Logger record for catches in a single
season. Knapp put in a subpar performance, completing
just 18 of 40 passes for 177 yards and throwing three interceptions. The team totaled just three rushing yards.
Junior linebacker Cullen Pang was named the football
player of the week for the Loggers, recording five unassisted and two assisted tackles and recovering a fumble.
Bobby Chang made a big play in stopping a Linfield drive,
making an interception in the end zone. The 1-7 Loggers
will close out their season on Nov. 13 in a match-up against
the 7-1 Pacific Lutheran University.

Cinderella run spoiled by UCSD

•
•

I

S

•

Loggers pull out two upsets in NCAA tournament
WOMEN'S SOCCER
TREVOR ANTHONY

Contributing Editor
The UPS women's soccer team far surpassed expectations in their first NCAA
III tournament appearance. However,
their dreams of moving on to the next
round of playoffs were dashed by UC San
Diego. The team defeated third-ranked
Willamette for the first time in three tries
this season, then proceeded to knock fifteenth-ranked UC Santa Cruz out of the
tournament before losing to San Diego
in triple overtime.
The Loggers entered their Nov. 3 game
against Willamette after two incredibly
close regular season match-ups. They

627-3480
524 N. "K" St., Tacoma
Open Noon - Midnite
EVERY DAY
Valid ID + College ID
= Happy Hour ALL DAY LONG

lost a double overtime game 2-1 and
pulled out a 0-0 tie in the regular season.
The teams' NCAA bout proved even
more exciting. The Bearcats scored first
at the half-hour mark off of a corner-kick.
UPS leveled the playing field when Trish
Chhabidas headed in a 35-yard free kick
from Maya Mendoza. Leaving the Loggers and the Bearcats tied at the end of
regular play 1-1.
It then took four extra fifteen-minute
periods and penalty kicks to defeat
Willamette. The Loggers outscored the
Bearcats 4-3 on penalty kicks, with UPS
goalkeeper Karen Ecklebe keeping the
first and fourth penalty kicks from the
goal. The Loggers claimed the victory
when Mendoza pushed her shot into the
right corner of the net
The Loggers went on to play the 15th
ranked team in the nation, UC Santa
Cruz. Ten minutes into the game, Puget
Sound's Laura Grinstead took a longrange pass from Kerry Cerelli and scored past UC Santa Cruz's goalkeeper. This

lone goal carried UPS to a 1-0 victory
and ended.Santa Cruz's season.
Having already faced, and defeated,
two other nationally
ranked teams withFINAL 1999
out leading scorer
STANDINGS
Sarah Blawat, the
Loggers
were not at
OVERALL 13-6-2
all intimidated by
NWC 9-3-2
the 5th ranked Tritons. The momentum of victories could not, however,
carry them past UC San Diego.
The Loggers, exhibiting the same
amazing defense they have shown all
season and with another strong performance by Ecklebe, maintained a 0-0 tie
throughout regulation. The Tritons finally took the lead and the victory in the
third-overtime with a diving header goal.
The 1-0 loss ended the Loggers' season
with a 13-6-2 record. Ecklebe was named
the Puget Sound Athlete of the Week for
the second time this season for her outstanding play in the three playoff games.

FOSTER HOMES
Pierce County Alliance is seeking committed individuals and families who want to
make a difference in the lives of children,

BIG SCREEN

Pool • Darts • Foosball
Video Golf

ages 6-12 and Youth ages 1 3-18 years old.

(253) 502-5470 for Pierce County
and (360) 698-6763 for Kitsap County.

Contact
Burgers, Sandwiches & HomeMade Soups Just Like Mom's!
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SPORTS

Loggers headed to NCAA tourney
MEN'S SOCCER

UPS soccer
fans deserve
some credit
ZACH EHLERT

Staff Writer
The UPS men's soccer team finished
their regular season with a bang on Saturday. In front of a huge crowd that included a large number of alumni and
parents, the Loggers pulled off a win
over cross-town rival PLU with a goal
in the final minute of regulation to finish their amazing regular season with a
19-1 record.
Among the greatest highlights of this
dream season, though, have been the
UPS fans.
From the beginning of the game, the
Logger fans were relentless with support for their team. Although there were
no drums this time, there was a row of
very vocal fans with their faces painted
red and black.
The Loggers had numerous scoring
chances off corner kicks and Ty
Tolentino throw-ins—which are just as
good as corner kicks—but the PLU
keeper held fast. Yet the fans' enthusiasm never diminished.
Every time the Loggers came close
to scoring, the fans went crazy with support for their team. With the game being played on the East Athletic field,
all the fans were crammed onto the
same side, which created a very excited
and festive atmosphere.
As usual, there was plenty of good
natured heckling directed at the referee
questioning his eyesight and what game
he was watching. There was even an
interesting combination of the popular
"Elevator" and "Nuts and Bolts" cheers.
And of course, no game would be complete without a few insults directed at
select opposing players.
The fans stepped up their game in the
second half, especially after goalkeeper
Ryan Wittstruck went down in pain after a great save, with much of the aggression directed towards the player
who caused the injury.
But they did show a lot of class with
an extended standing ovation as
Wittstruck was wheeled off the field.
As time ran down, loud cries of
"g00000aaaaal!" could be heard every
time the ball came close to going in.
Fortunately, Chris Raymond managed
to punch the ball in with one minute left.
Otherwise there's no telling what the
rabid Logger fans may have done.
So, congratulations to the team for
playing'so well and inspiring such overwhelming support, and congratulations
to the fans for working as hard as they
did to push the team on to victory. It's
just too bad that they won't be able to
take their fan base on the road with them
for the NCAA Division III playoffs.
As a loyal fan, I would like to thank
the team for such a great season and
wish them luck in California.

J. LILJE
Staff Writer
NATHAN

The men's soccer team is headed to the
NCAA III tournament with their first
ever NCAA berth.
The
selection comFINAL 1999
mittee
announced
STANDINGS
that the Loggers will
OVERALL 19-1
have a bye in the'
first round, due to
NWC 13-1
their number six
ranking in the Nation and number one in
the Western Region. They will head to
San Diego for the West Region playoffs.
This weekend, the Loggers will face
the winner of the first round match between Claremont and Chapman, ranked
eighth and sixth in the region, respectively. The University of San Diego, who

also received a bye in the first round, is
hosting the tournament, and will play the
winner of Colorado College and Trinity
College, ranked fifth and thirteenth in the
region. The Loggers hope to advance to
the quarterfinals the following weekend
and the semifinals the weekend after that.
The Loggers will go into the tournament with twelve straight wins, after defeating cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran
University at home to finish off the season. After having been previously defeated by the Loggers at home, PLU
came to UPS on Saturday, Nov. 6, and
engaged in a fierce defensive battle. The
score stayed tied at zero for most of the
game when Tye Tolentino made a throwin at the 89th minute. Erik Neilson
headed the ball, and Chris Raymond
made the shot as the Loggers defeated
the Lutes 1-0. Ryan Wittstruck started the
game as goalkeeper, but was injured in

the 62nd minute and was forced to leave.
Mike Rottersman came in and completed
the shutout for the Loggers, their fourteenth of the season. UPS had 21
UP NEXT:
shots on goal to
the Lutes' 15.
NCAA PLAYOFFS
SECOND ROUND
The Loggers
finished the season Nov. 13, 11:00Am
with an overall SAN DIEGO, CAUF.
record of 19-1 and
a 13-1 record in
the Northwest Conference. Their finish
easily gave them first place in the Northwest Conference, and a number one
ranking in the Western Region. After
winning their first seven games, including six shutouts, the Loggers took their
only defeat in a 0-3 loss to second place
Linfield College back in September. The
Loggers followed that up with their current 12-game winning streak.

Women's rugby playing tough
the coach, this time limit keeps the practices "short, active and
Staff Writer
fun." Kingston, like all rugby mentors, restricts his coaching
to these practice sessions and meetings. During matches, he
Recently, Professor Martyn Kingston found himself in a very
actually sits in the stands, letting team captain Heidi Herter, a
unexpected situation. A grassroots effort to start a UPS Men's freshman, coach the women on the sidelines.
Rugby team culminated in a informational practice session,
18 women have remained on the team, just slightly more
and the group of interested individuals in attendance was larger
than the 15 players required for a team to compete. One of
than he could've these pioneers, April Brown, says she is enjoying her experieven hoped for. ences on the team. "It's something different. I've never been
However, Kingston, in a physical contact sport." For her, rugby is a "new and exwho was to be the citing" activity.
team's coach,
Despite the fact that most, if not all, of the women are pickcouldn't help but be ing up this complex sport for the first time, the team has been
surprised at what he quite successful in its early matches. In their first-ever contest
saw before him.
the Loggers faced Western Washington University, a school
"By chance, we ended up with 36 women at the first trainKingston pegs as the number one team in the region. Inexperiing." With that, UPS women's rugby was born.
enced and overmatched, UPS suffered a 27-5 loss, but have
Although traditionimproved steadily
ally viewed as a sport
ever since. On Oct.
for big guys who
30, the women rode
seem to thrive on
two victories to a secpain, women's rugby
ond place finish in a
has caught on around
tournament at WWU.
the world, with the
The team began the
United States at the
tournament action by
head of the field.
beating Whitman, 20In fact, the United
0. Alissa Mundt reStates Eagles, our nacorded three tries (15
tional women's rugby
points) to lead the
team, won the World
Loggers to victory.
Cup of rugby last
In the team's next
year. The sport has
game, the women
made a huge splash in
continued their shutthe college ranks as
out streak with a 5-0
well. There are cur). victory over the Unirently 398 colleges in
w versity of Oregon.
the country that supThe lone try was support some sort of
plied by Moria
rugby program for
Eggers, propelling the
women. The UPS Members of the first-ever UPS women's rugby team work
Loggers to their secwomen play in the hard at honing their skills in a practice on Friday, Nov. 5.
ond win.
Northwest Collegiate
As the fall season
Conference against
winds down over the
local schools like Whitman, Willamette, Lewis & Clark, Reed, next week, Kingston reflects on the toughness, energy and enand Gonzaga.
thusiasm that the team has displayed so early in the program's
For those who are unfamiliar with rugby, Kingston describes existence at UPS. "They're not the biggest team, but they're
some of the finer points of the game. "Rugby is a very techni- really enthusiastic," Kingston says of the women. "They are a
fit, quick, mobile, and clever team."
cal game," he relates, "not as violent as football, more like
It appears that UPS Women's Rugby has truly arrived and
wrestling actually." Rugby is a year-round sport, played in
both the fall and spring. The fall season is just six weeks long, that the team will only improve as they gain experience. This
while the spring is the longer and more arduous season.
success may be good for the university as a whole, as Kingston
During the fall, the team practices two or three times each points out that "all the national liberal arts colleges that we
aspire to be are playing women's rugby."
week, sometimes replacing the third practice with a team meeting, and practice is limited to just 90 minutes. According to
After a short pause, he adds, "and we can beat them all."
ANDREW PETERSON

LUGGER
LINE i#0
Fora complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schpebile in the
athletic office.

Men's Soccer
November 13
NCAA Playoffs,
Second Round
NCAA First
Round Winner
(Claremont vs.
Chapman)
@ San Diego,
Calif.
11:00 a.m.
•

November 14
NCAA West
Regional
Championship
@ San Diego,
Calif.
5:00 p.m.

Cross Country
November 13
NCAA Regional
Championships
@ Oshkosh, Wis.
11:00a.m.
(women)
12:00 p.m.
(men)

Football
November 13
Pacific Lutheran
University
@ Parkland
1:30 p.m.

Swimming
November 13
University of
Utah
@ HOME
1:00 p.m.

November 19
Central Washington University
@ Ellensburg
6:00 p.m.
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The Trail

I

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Write your pertinent, informed opinion, preferably in 500 words or less,
and let the campus community know what you think. All letters must have a
signature and a phone number and are due no later than Mondays at noon.
The Editor reserves the right to edit for clarity and length. Letters may be
sent to WSC 011 or trail@ups.edu .

WTO harms world's peoples as well as environment
n last week's Trail, Opinions writer appear that the WTO considers these
Geoff Zeiger suggested that the only
rights unimportant next to everyone's
demonstrators who have a valid right to buy and sell as they please.
claim against the upcoming World Trade
The "Asian Economic Miracle," as the
Organization (WTO) conference in World Bank terms the apparent explosion
Seattle are the environmentalists, since
in the growth of Asian economies, while
WTO policies ban "dolphin-safe" nets
beneficial for trade (we get textiles and
for shrimp and tuna fishing. This position electronics from Thailand at a low cost
so grossly underestimates the effects of
and the money we put into their economy
WTO ideology upon the peoples and furthers their growth), has come at a great
environments of the world as to be human cost. The trend in the
nauseating.
industrialization of Southeast Asian
There is a stinging irony in the fact that
countries is increasingly that of the rural
in the next column, Combat Zone Editor inhabitants leaving children and parents
Jennifer Tillett
in the village to
brought to light
live and work in
infringements It's ridiculous to talk about
the city, working
upon our right to
six or seven days a
"labor standards" when
free press by
week for twelve
protesting the basic human rights aren't
hours a day,
censorship of Fsometimes even
being met—such as the
and S-words that
locked inside the
"destroys true
factory, just to earn
right to grow up without
student voice,"
enough money to
while Zeiger made being conscripted into labor send home.
no mention of the
Women in the
or child prostitution. The
breach of human
Philippines leave
WTO considers these rights
rights that occurs
their villages and
all over the world
go, not just to the
unimportant next to
as a result of WTO
cities, but abroad,
ideology.
to join the service
everyone's right to buy and
On the issue of
industry to work as
whether or not the sell as they please.
nannies in Canada
WTO "hurts our
or governmentability to demand better working
trained dancers in Japanese bars. Every
day, 2,000 women leave the Philippines
conditions for people in other countries,"
Zeiger does not seem to agree that it is
as Overseas Contract Workers, and every
even our right to set the labor laws for
day, four to six return in coffins with no
other countries. However, it is not "labor legitimate explanation. In general, people
standards" like minimum wage and are being forced to trade traditional ways
of life for the uncertainty and alienation
mandatory insurance coverage that's at
stake. It's ridiculous to talk about such that accompanies "progress" to the
things when basic human rights aren't WTO's heartless ideals.
Not only do WTO policies themselves
being met—such as the right to eat
(Burma exports the rice it produces rather
have a detrimental effect, the WTO does
than feeding its own people); the right
not care what the governments with
which it does business do to their people.
to gather in groups of more than three
(illegal in Burma); and the right to grow Take China, with its Most Favored
up without being conscripted into forced Nation trading status with the US, and
consider the breach of human rights it
labor or child prostitution (Burma,
Cambodia, and elsewhere). It would committed against its students when it

/

shut down all the schools in the Cultural
Revolution from 1967 to '76, or in 1989
when it called in the military to slaughter
students at Tiananmen Square who felt
they had a right to democracy.
Take Burma, where a similar student
protest was squashed in 1988, with the
military killing some 10,000 people in a
matter of days. When the dictatorial
government finally allowed a multi-party
election in 1990, it put the leader of the
National League for Democracy (NLD),
Nobel Peace Laureate Aung San Suu
Kyi, under house arrest so that she could
not run in the election. Even so, her party
won 81 percent of the parliamentary
seats—but to no avail, since the military
government still, nine years later, has not
allowed the new parliament to convene.
This dictatorship also uproots entire
villages, including the children, and
chains them into forced labor to build
roads and railways to aid in the rape of
its rainforests, paying them nothing and
feeding them little, and letting them die
of exhaustion and disease.
Despite all of these atrocities, the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN), the equivalent of NAFTA or
the EU and promoter of free trade and
"western" ideas of development and
progress as exemplified by the WTO,
accepted Burma in July 1997. With this
acceptance comes the proof that capitalist
markets don't care how atrocious
governments are, so long as they are open
to the idea of trade—an idea sponsored
and promoted by the WTO.
It's not just a matter of shrimp and tuna
and genetically-engineered beef. There
are far more basic, far more tragic, issues
at stake with acceptance of WTO's freemarkets-at-any-cost ideology, since it has
the same disregard for human rights as
do dictatorial governments. This
disregard will continue until enough
people protest it that it is recognized as
unacceptable.
Sincerely,
Misa Shimono

Vhat chayes,
any, woutZ) you make
to tile core
requirements?

•

•

"I believe all the cores are
essential for a person to be
well-educated. I have
taken classes that don't
deal with my major but have helped me
to be a 'broader thinker'."
—Carrie Reid—

"The Fine Arts core
should be extricated
because it's useless for
the majority of the
people here."
—Carl Kwoh-

"Humanistic core. The
one I took was a great
class, but no different
from most other nonThompson classes."
—David Niegler-

"Why are there three
science cores and only
one for every other area?
I didn't come to study
about boring science stuff, I came to
study about boring stuff like stocks
and market funds."
—Doug Aamoth-

•

Freedom deserved by all, not just Combat Zone editor

W

e are addressing the Combat
Zone's most recent "article"
concerning the so-called
"Lighthouse cult." Personally, we are
opposed to any form of institutionalized
religion—we do not go to church, nor
believe in God. Yet we found the article
in the Combat Zone pointless,
inappropriate, and offensive.
We thought that the first part of
Jennifer Tillett's article was amusing and
a valid commentary on society, but the
remainder of the article, and in particular,
the quote "They [Lighthouse] were
always in a circle with their heads bowed,
or singing songs, or something. Maybe
they thought the Rotunda was their
spaceship or something, you know, to fly
up to God's Kingdom or whatever," was

pushing it a little too far.
This and the remarks about trying to
convert students are, in our experience,
not reflective of Lighthouse's activities.
We also believe that people have the
right to worship and have faith in
whatever they want, and that her attack
was unmerited. However applicable
Tillett's arguments are to more general
evangelical groups in America, focusing
them on Lighthouse was pointless, and
we think, somewhat slanderous.
In attacking institutionalized religion,
Tillett conforms to institutionalized
liberalism. In her article in the Opinions
section of the same issue of The Trail,
she repeats a mistake liberals have
unfortunately been prone to historically,
the idea of "give US freedom, but don't

give THEM freedom." She is attempting
to, in a sense, censor a religious group
for how they believe, but at the same time
is protesting being censored herself for
using an obscenity.
Moreover, she is attacking them, not
for a particularly offensive activity, but
for one that, in our experience, has not
been something Lighthouse chooses to
pursue. Lighthouse should be able to
follow their particular beliefs, as much
as we disagree with them, as freely as
any journalist should be able to choose
his or her own words. The ideal of
freedom cannot be selectively applied.
Sincerely,
Nathalie Alsop
Tanya Josephson

2,,t;t2.

2

"I' like th cores the way
they are. They are a part
of what it means to have
a liberal arts education."
—Katie Meux-

•

•

"I would like to see
Asian Studies removed
from the Historical
Perspectives core."
—Lizzie Bennett—
photos by Z. Stockdole
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New Greek
houses are best
housing option
I am writing in response to Ryan
Sweeney's opinion in the Nov. 4, 1999
edition of The Trail, entitled "New Dorm Not
Only Solution." I would like to applaud the
Opinions Editor for his courage and
brilliance to challenge an idea brought forth
by the university administration to build a
new residence hall, an idea which seems to
be headed towards fruition despite student
response, desires and needs.
If we simply think about the logical
solution to overcrowding and our need for a
solution to our on-campus housing shortage,
most of us would conclude building a new
residence hall is definitely not the answer.
Let's think about this for a while. If the
university were going to build a new
residence hall, where would that be? Most
likely next to Todd Hall on the Todd Quad
side or facing Anderson-Langdon Hall to
close off the A/L quad. Either of these spots
would be undesirable to students because
they take away from the scarce amount of
unpaved space that we do have left.
The more buildings we erect, the more this
place starts feeling like an institution; it will
start to feel as though we are sitting in
downtown Tacoma or Seattle, rather than the
beautiful green Northwest setting in which
we all chose to spend the best four years of
our life. Buildings in these areas would
severely limit the area available for grass
volleyball, pick-up soccer, frisbee, sunbathing and relaxing in the sun, when it does
come out. We would lose even more of the
precious open space we need to move about
wherever and whenever we feel like it.
Second, if the university does want to put
over 100 more students in a residence hall
setting, where will all these people eat? Have
you seen the SUB at all this year? It's as hard
to get food in under an hour in the SUB as it
is to have any fun without breaking the
student integrity code. The servery is at full
capacity as it is; it simply cannot handle
anymore student/faculty/guest use.

If you are a senior, you probably remember
something called the Bagel Survey, where the
university tried to gather information from
students about living on- and off-campus by
bribing them with bagels. If you remember
the results of this survey it said that there-4e
three reasons students choose to live offcampus after freshman year.
First off, students realize that it is usually
cheaper to live off campus. Second, students
are looking for more freedom from the
constant watch of university officials during
their time in on-campus housing. Third, the
respondents showed a desire for strengthening
the sense of community within the walls of
on-campus living options. Finally, analysis of
the survey suggested that we must take a hard
look at the options that already exist, and
improve these options before developing new
projects that may or may not be effective.
These findings suggest that the student body
would like to see the university do more than
simply renovate the existing buildings. As the
university is not interested in acquiring more
land in the neighborhood to build, we must
use the space we already have to its fullest
capacity. What is this solution then?
If two houses were built for the Pi Beta Phi
and Kappa Kappa Gamma sororities on
Washington Ave. directly behind Sigma Chi,
Beta Theta Pi and Sigma Nu, the occupancy
in those two homes would be nearly three
times that of the five campus houses currently
occupying the land. We could house 60-70
people in these two new houses as opposed to
the 25 people there at the moment. Please don't
get me wrong, this isn't a ploy for the Greeks
or the independents, it's a solution that looks
out for the best interest of the student body.
This is quite simply the most effective and
logical use of the land. We can alleviate the
overcrowding in the servery as well by
reopening the "tunnels" below the Greek
houses, which would allow food service to the
people living on Union Avenue. Smith Hall
could then be used to house people still
wanting to choose the option of residence hall
living, if they have the need and desire to live
on-campus after freshman year.
Sincerely,
Brian Gettmann

Editor unfairly
criticizes new
dorm plan

housing crunch would be eased by the
addition of two new sorority houses on
Greek Row. And he's right. This would ease
the problem. But not alleviate it. And why
treat a problem when you can cure it?
Smith Hall simply does not have enough
I am a junior and in my past two and a half space to accommodate the 100-plus
years here I have had occasion to write two upperclassmen that want to return to onletters to The Trail. On both of these occasions, campus living, as well as the increasing
my letters have been in defense of negative numbers of freshmen.
The university just undertook a huge
comments toward the Greek system. However,
Ryan Sweeney's recent article on the new project, investing over $9 million into the
housing facilities has prompted me to write a renovation of all the Greek houses,
including Smith hall. That was a huge step
different kind of letter.
I am a member of the Greek community, as in easing a lot of the problems, within the
is Ryan Sweeney. We both agree that houses themselves, that Greek students
increasing the amount of on-campus housing were facing. I think it was a great thing and
at this university is essential. However, that I, personally, am grateful for it.
But as members of the Greek community,
is where our similarities end. Ryan Sweeney
we need to step back and
argues that not all of the
look at the bigger
recent renovations "are in
picture. What is the best
the best interest of the The administration is
thing to do for the
students" and that by
campus as a whole right
building a new residence not working to subvert
now? That is to
hall "student[s] interests are student interests.
maximize our living
being ignored" by the
space. Building a space
administration.
that can house increasing
The fact is, in last year's housing lottery,
after every on-campus housing space was numbers of upperclassmen, as well as
filled, over 100 students still showed up to put freshmen, is the most effective way to do
their names on some sort of waitlist. This that right now.
Granted, there are other problems
doesn't even account for all the people who
were signed up for the lottery and just didn't associated with moving more people onshow up once they heard those spaces were campus. There is the lack of parking,
full. This is the reasoning behind the Board of increased by the addition of a new residence
Trustees comments regarding an increased hall if it is located in the current Phibbs
parking lot, which is the most viable spot
desire by students to live on-campus.
The Bagel Survey, to which Sweeney refers for right now. There is also the increased
as a "recent survey in which students roundly burden on the SUB, especially during lunch
rejected the idea that they wished to have more hours. But these are issues that the
on-campus living," actually took place over administration are well aware of and are
four years ago. While those sentiments may working to solve. Not every answer can be
have been true at that time, the trend seems to provided as immediately as we would like
it to be.
indicate exactly the increase in student interest
The administration is not working to
the administration is talking about. In addition
to increasing demands for upperclassmen subvert student interests; they are working
living, the number of incoming freshmen has to maximize the number of people who can
gotten so large that every viable living space live on-campus and to do that in a way that
is both viable and realistic to suiting the
in the residence halls was utilized this year,
some beyond their capacity, including the bike needs of all students.
Sincerely,
room and library of Schiff Hall.
Laura Taylor
Sweeney argues that this on-campus

'Censorship' should be reserved for extreme cases
ZACK STOCKDALE

Staff Writer

IR

Censorship. The
very word contains an ability to
stir the blood. Its
tones make one
want to stand up
for a just cause, to
speak out against
the forces of oppression and propaganda.
It's a powerful word and, as such, the
use of it needs be taken very seriously.
To throw it around, to shout it out without
cause over simple issues, is wrong and a
frankly perverse misuse. Yet already I've
heard it calling from the pages of this
paper. I've seen its ugly head being raised
from the ink and tree pulp that makes up
The Puget Sound Trail.

Ms. Tillett's editorial in the Nov. 4 issue of The Trail was a misuse of this
word. To use the cry of censorship to justify the right to use a word for simple
shock value is a waste. To claim that this
instance of editorial work on the part of
The Trail editors is censorship is silly.
I'll be the first to admit that The Puget
Sound Trail is not the New York Times,
we don't have the same readership, the
same distribution. Does this mean that
we should lower the standards of our
paper? Of course not!
The Trail is meant to be a outlet for
UPS students in the same way
Crosscurrents is. However, The Trail is
also a newspaper and is held to a different
standard then Crosscurrents. If, in a
poem, a writer feels the need to curse in
their writing; so be it. Poems are meant
to be expressions of deep emotions and

are, in some cases, meant to offend.
Newspaper articles shouldn't need to result to the same tactics to get a response.
The Combat Zone is an outlet; it's an
outlet that allows students to laugh at
faculty, ASUPS and the President—yet
it is still an outlet in The Trail. There are
standards that material in The Trail is
held to, just like in the New York Times.
An argument that individual student
standards should determine the content
of each individual article is baseless—
that is the point of the editor, to decide
what goes in and what doesn't, to play
an active role in what is said and what is
not. If one is not happy with the editorial
staff, then try and change it, don't start
crying censorship.
To cry censorship because you can't
curse in an article is wrong. There's no
other word I can use, its wrong. Censor-

ship is one of the most grievous crimes
that an authority figure can commit, be
that figure a government, a school board,
or an editor. Censorship is when a book
is banned because the authorities feel it's
a threat to their own power. Censorship
is not being forced to change the wording of a satirical news article because the
word usage goes against establish policy.
Save the word censorship for when it
really matters. If you fling it around on
every little thing you cheapen a powerful word—you decrease the value a
priceless thing. To be able to cry
censorship in this country is, as far as
I'm concerned, a gift of God. To know
that I can hold those who I've given
power over me accountable is an
amazing thing. Don't .cheapen that
because you wanted to put a curse word
in sixteen-point font.

Save the
word
censorship
for when it
really
matters. If
you fling it
around on
every little
thing you
cheapen a
powerful
word.
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Griffey Jr. will be Bush's 'vision' campaign
missed in Seattle destroyed by ignorance
KIRSTEN SCHLEWITZ

Staff Writer
November 3rd,
1999, but not
April Fools' Day.
See, a standing
joke in my house
was that every
April Fools' Day,
my dad would tell
my mom that Ken Griffey Jr. had been
traded, and every year she would believe
him. Yet last Wednesday was not April
Fools' Day, only a day of genuine sadness and remorse for every Mariners fan.
I realize that not all of you are Mariners fans, and in an attempt to keep this
column serious, I will refrain from poking fun at you.
Instead, I will try to explain why actual
tears were shed over the news that
Griffey Jr. will be traded to another team
before the 2000 season.
Ken Griffey Jr. is a legend in baseball.
He has averaged 53 homeruns over the
last three seasons, only overshadowed by
the McGwire-Sosa race. Griffey Jr. has
a legitimate shot at breaking Hank
Aaron's lifetime homerun record of 755,
and has a lifetime batting average of .299.
Griffey Jr. is not only a hitter. He has
played in the All-Star game for nine of
his ten years in baseball, and earned a
Gold Glove nine times. Other baseball
players voted him "Player of the
Decade." However, his stats aren't the
only thing that is impressive about the
man. Ken Griffey Jr. symbolized the
Seattle Mariners.
So many scenes come to mind when
picturing Griffey's contribution to the
team. This is a moment for true fans to
remember, but I invite those of you who
aren't to try and imagine along with us.
1989—Griffey Jr.'s rookie year. He

flashes that now-famous grin to the
crowd for the first time. History is made
in 1990 when Griffey Jr. and Griffey Sr.
play on the same team. Ken led the
American League in All-Star votes in
1994, a feat he has repeated many times.
He showed us what friendship meant
in 1996 when he told club leaders that if
Jay Buhner was not re-signed, he also
would not extend his time in Seattle. And
remember the amazing race to the Championships in 1995, when Griffey Jr. raced
around the bases on Martinez's double,
winning the game for the Mariners? Or
the way that hearts pounded when he
smashed into center field wall and came
away holding his wrist, an injury that
kept him out for 56 days?
There are too many impressive Griffey
Jr. moments to describe in such a short
article. Therefore, I will leave you with
a few lingering memories: the sight of
him leaping into the air in center field
and retaining his grip on the ball. The
way he knows when he's hit a homerun,
and the sound of "Bring out the rye bread
and the mustard, Grandma, it's Grand
Salami time." He and Buhner casually
chatting before each inning. The way that
Safeco Field would roar when Ken
Griffey Jr. was announced.
Yet as much as Ken Griffey Jr.
exemplified Seattle baseball, it's time for
us to let go. Center field will be vacant,
the third slot in the lineup empty. And
perhaps worst of all, the heart and soul
of the team, the one who everyone turned
to for leadership, will now have loyalties to new players and new dreams.
Goodbye Ken Griffey Jr. We will miss
your dazzling catches, spectacular swing
and genuine love for the game. It won't
surprise me if more tears are shed when
we see you again, wearing different
colors and doffing a different hat to a
different crowd.

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students
later, I don't think anyone knows more
about this test or how to teach it, than
I do. That's why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36
hours of class time with weekly help
sessions and five mock exams for the
reasonable price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT question.
Call now for a free seminar: 524-4915

Not. Ready for
the LSAT?

The Steven Klein Company

Ink** A- lt-it *le* It* ilk-11-A-A-A-Arl
ir Academy of Steve Curran
Karate and Proctor Tan

Discount for
UPS students
Call for Info

We Can Beat
your aerobics class *

*

Aerobic Kickboxing • Martial Arts • Weights *
3814 N. 27th Tacoma, WA 98407

(253) 759-4262

******************

JANICE VELEKE

Political Columnist
Last Thursday,
Presidential candidate and Texas
Governor
George W. Bush
was given a pop
quiz in foreign
policy by a Boston television reporter. Bush was asked
to the name the leaders of four current
world hot spots—India, Pakistan, Taiwan and Chechnya. He flunked,
naming only the leader of TaiwanLee—which appeared to be a lucky
guess.
The governor appeared clueless, like
a deer caught in headlights when confronted with a test of his foreign policy
knowledge. Many, including Bush,
claim that naming leaders of foreign
countries is "gotcha" politics, and nonessential for the role of a presidential
candidate. He maintains, "America understands that a guy doesn't know the
name of every single foreign leader.
That's not what Americans are making
their choices on about who's going to
be the president."
That excuse for his failure may work
for many Americans, but not this one.
His anti-intellectual attitude may win
many over, but I want a president who
knows what to call the people of
Greece—they're Greeks, not
"Grecians," Mr. Bush.
I also want a president who reads the
newspaper or at least can keep up to
date on international concerns. Not
knowing the leaders of Pakistan and
India is inexcusable, considering
Vajpayee has been recently reelected
and a coup has been launched in
Pakistan. Just knowing that it's

ht/ -7771

"General Something" is not going to cut
it, when, as president, he attempts to get
these two nations to sign the Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty.
Supposedly, the $57 million man has
had coaching in foreign policy and has
hired top advisors, but do we really
know what Bush thinks about the role
of the United States in the post-Cold
War world? No, because
his only concern is
Mexico and maintaining
the Hispanic vote. Before
He claims to be the
we can even think of
vision candidate,
electing the golden boy as
president, we need to
but does he have
know what he thinks, and
the knowledge? All
what he would do, for
what if his advisors dishe has done is help
agreed?
manage his father's
Elizabeth Dole would
never have gotten away
campaign, arrange
with this. If she had said
she did not know who the
the purchase of a
leader of Taiwan is or
baseball team, and
what to call the people in
Kosovo, but knew who to
play governor for
ask, she would have been
labeled an airhead and five years.
dismissed as a serious
candidate. And that is exactly what we should do with George
W. Bush.
He claims to have the vision that will
lead our nation into the 21st century,
but does he have the knowledge? All
he has done is help manage his father's
campaign, arrange the purchase of a
baseball team and play governor for five
years.
Is this the person we want to be
running our country? I certainly do not
want a baseball player who thought he
could blow off a government quiz making the vital foreign policy decisions
that will be made in the next five years.
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Cores restrict true liberal education
BRANDON BRAUN

Staff Writer
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I despise the core system here at the University
of Puget Sound. Basically, it treats us students
like children (regardless
of the fact that we are
technically adults) and
forces a twelve (thirteen
if you take foreign language for the
Communications II core) class regimen on us
all in the deluded ideal of making sure a "Liberal
Arts Education" is properly forced down our
collective throats.
True, a liberal arts education is an education
that is broad and well-rounded, which we all need
in this highly non-specialized society we live in
today. While we the students are perfectly capable of deciding for ourselves just what we want
in our (key word here is our) "liberalized" education, other people, however, believe that we
are incapable of making these decisions.
Holding our hands as though we were toddlers,
we are instructed by the school to take predetermined classes, many of which we have
absolutely no interest in whatsoever, and are
released into these dull, boring classes (science
in context anyone?) that we have to struggle in
just to stay awake, let alone get a good grade.
The university tries to pacify us by offering

student surveys and focus groups all in the
name of obtaining "student input for constructive use." Funny, last year a survey was given
during registration for fall semester in which
one of the overwhelming suggestions was to
dump the Science in Context core, seen as a
waste of time. The faculty senate, in their fifth
year of attempting to revise the core system,
has finally decided to remove it.
But wait, not all is as fine as it seems. It turns
out that in its place they're adding a
"Connections" core, which will be, you
guessed it, Science in Context Version II. The
Connections core will offer most of the old
Science in Context cores which all juniors have
come to love, and all underclassmen have come
to dread.
At first, when I heard of the Faculty Senate's
new revised plans for the core system, I was
pleased. I thought,"Hey, maybe this is the road
to real reform for the core system," which in
my opinion should be jettisoned completely.
Unfortunately my plan is unfeasible given the
faculty's opinions, and the fact that—unlike
us students—their opinions matter. I almost
said, "Give the Faculty Senate a cookie," for
their work on the cores, but I'm glad I didn't.
It turns out that the Faculty Senate, in their
efforts for core reform, have become driven
off course by certain interest groups with no
interest beyond their own departments
(reminds me of the US Congress). First it was

Faculty Senate acting
s childish toward cores
RYAN SWEENEY

Opinions Editor

•

A
College.
place where we
learn, grow, and
mature. At least
that's the idea. But
it seems that our
primary role
models for mature
living and adult interaction need a
remedial lesson in sharing and
compromise.
For three years now, the faculty senate
has been debating about how to reduce
the core requirements. Unfortunately for
us students the faculty are just as
entrenched in their own departmental
positions as they were when the process
began.
The faculty senate is acting like a
spoiled bunch of children. They all agree
that the number of cores should be
reduced, but nearly every department is
claiming that their classes are important
for a "well rounded" student. It seems
ridiculous that the debate over core
reduction has been argued for over three
years now, and essentially no progress
has been made.
True, there are a plethora of different
ideas that have been put forth, but no one
seems willing to say that their core could
go. The image I liken this problem to is
that of a bunch of five-year-olds who are
all in a sandbox. Each of them agrees that
there are too many people in the sandbox,
but not one of them is willing to leave.

For how much complaining we hear
in a public forum about partisan politics
and how it degrades the legislative
process and brings this country to a halt,
I'm surprised that the faculty has yet to
be called on its childishness.
This kind of self interest is something
that we as students are supposed to being
growing out of. After all, that's supposed
to be the reason we have roommates—
to learn about sharing, compromise, and
sacrifice.
I will grant the faculty that in today's
world, more and more disciplines are
being crossed so that students are less
likely to work only in their major than
ever before, but this debate over cores
hardly seem career-motivated. If careers
were truly the motive behind these cores,
one would surmise that we'd see a basic
computing course rather than two
freshman writing courses. Perhaps many
will use skills outside their major area,
but few, if any, will use skills in such a
wide array of subject matters without
planning for it.
Perhaps the faculty could put forth
several paths of strongly suggested
classes that would benefit a student in
different areas. This way students
wouldn't be required to take classes, and
their advisors could perhaps encourage
them as to why they should take these
pseudo-cores. In the end, if it didn't work
out for a particular student, he or she
would not be forced into taking them. It's
not a perfect plan, but then again, I
haven't been working on it for three years
either.

suggested that the cores would be lowered to
eight. Not a great improvement, but a move in
the right direction. Soon, the number rose to nine
cores, then again to ten.
It probably would have made it to eleven if
someone hadn't asked the inevitable question,
"Why are we even bothering to revise the core
system if we're going to have so many cores?"
What can we the students do about this? Personally, I feel as though I'm capable of charting
my own liberal arts education at UPS. By coming
here, I wanted a liberal arts education. Most of
the classes offered for the cores, however, are
not only completely uninteresting, but are downright pointless.
I would love to take psychology, but it's not
offered as a core, and I don't have the room in
my tight major schedule to ever take it. That's
the kind of liberal arts education I want, where I
can take classes that interest me, and not some
random class listed in the Bulletin that will fulfill
some core.
What's the difference in the touted liberal arts
education I'm supposed to receive? None, absolutely none. We are college students, perfectly
capable of broadening our horizons by our own
choices in the education we wish to receive by
being here. We do not need an overly-cautious
college deciding how we should guide our education. We receive the education, so we, the
students, should be the utmost concern.
Unfortunately, that doesn't seem to be-the case.

CURRENT CORE REQUIREMENTS
Communication I—otherwise known as freshman
writing seminar.
Communication II—a speech class or two units of
a foreign language.
Mathematical Reasoning—you guessed it, math.
Natural World—two units of basic science.
Humanistic Perspective—basic philosophy of
existence.
Historical Perspective—relates present to history.
Fine Arts—understanding artistic expression.
International Studies—the outside world.
Society—social, political, cultural and economic
studies.
Science in Context—science meets humanities.
Comparative Values—values and traditions of
different societies.
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The COM BAT Zone •
"It's craptacular!"

Boy poisoned by mushroom
Parents blame influence of video games
PAUL DANIELSON

Not the Combat Zone Editor
Jerry Hutchinson died Wednesday after ingesting a highly poisonous mushroom. His parents are now
suing the video game industry, specifically Nintendo of America
(NOA), and Shigeru Miyamoto,
creator of such video game classics
as Super Mario Bros. 1, 2, and 3,
and the Legend of Zelda series.
"It is obvious that Jerry learned
to eat mushrooms he found lying
around from that infernal Mario
game thingy," seethed his mother
Julie. "It's time that these video
game companies learned the lesson
that they can't portray things that
could cause someone like Jerry to
die in real life. Jerry had no control
over his own actions whatsoever."
When asked when Jerry had been

allowed to play
a Nintendo, his
dad Steve replied, "Oh, well,
we got one of
those Christmas
of '88, you
know, when it
was the hot new
toy everyone
just 'had to
have.' It was
nearly impos- The Hutchinsons blame Super Mario Bros.
sible to drag for the death of their son.
responsibility for their actions
Jerry away from that thing."
A condition of the eight billion when they do something stupid,"
dollar lawsuit is that Nintendo must announced Howard Lincoln, chairnow produce only strictly reality- man of NOA.
"This will be followed by 'God's
based games.
"Nintendo's first planned release Will,' in which the player goes
of this nature is 'American Parent,' around harassing gay people and
a parenting game where you don't bombing abortion clinics. It should
raise your kid properly, and take no be a 'blast!'"

Apocalypse delayed to year 2001
Announcement causes plunge in God's stock
PAUL DANIELSON

Savior
Due to "technical difficulties,"
the Apocalypse will not be making
a showing this year as had been
planned. This recent news has sent
God's stock plunging in value as
investors scrambled to diversify.
"This is just more of the uneven
performance we've seen from this
stock," commented market analyst
David Trendman. "Sometimes
God's on top of things, and other
times he's just not performing at the
level stockholders demand."
"Moreover," Trendman contin-

Though no official explanation
was given, Jesus, spokesman for
God, has stated that God had been
"working on it for seven days and
seven nights, but then had to rest,"
and that he'd start up work again
soon.
"Don't let this delay make you
worry, though," said Jesus with a
smile, "when
THE WORTH OF GOD'S STOCK OVER TIME
this product
hits, it will literally demolish
the competition.
Seriously. There
won't be anyT ay
Middle Ages
Enlightenment
Reagan years
Inquisition
Initial public offering
thing left."

ued, "there's just so much competition in this market that no one can
consistently predict what the demand will be. Last month Allah finished way ahead of its competitors;
next month it could be Shiva. It
takes a really innovative product to
hold this market for any significant
period of time."

Parents leave completely fooled
PAUL DANIELSON

Sarcastic
Parents weekend was an "overwhelming success," according to
UPS President Susan Resneck
Pierce.
"They went away actually thinking that the food was good, that live
music played in the dining hall every evening, and that the grass stays
at an even two inches," said Pierce,

holding back laughter. "It was
great."
"Oh, what nice tablecloths," exclaimed Sally Rothstern, mother of
Jeffrey Rothstern III. "It looks like
they really treat you guys well
here."
"Whatever, mom," replied Jeffrey, rolling his eyes. "They only
pull this crap out when you guys
come here so it looks good."
"That's nonsense," Sally chided.

"Why would they ever do something like that?"
"Yeah, I had a really super time,"
commented David Holstrom, father
of UPS freshman Jennifer
Holstrom.
"Seeing the campus for myself
and how great it is here really
makes it easy to justify liquidating
my savings and taking out that extra mortgage on the house to pay
for Jennifer's education here."
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WHAT 160 YOU T
ABOUT GAY
)14:1044.ar?
"St. Paul and I are hoping
the laws change soon so
we can marry next year. "
—Jesus Christ—
Savior

"We don't tolerate no
homosexuals 'round
these parts."
—Chuck White—
Threatened Christian

"Man, the guys were all
over me last weekend."
—Dave BoweASUPS President

"Why does everyone
keep asking me that?"
—Pat Layman—
Softball Coach

"Sure, let the
homosexuals marry.
Let everyone marry.
That will distract them
from my unmitigated economic
power and the ache of their
meaningless existence as oppressed
laborers."
—Roger Hedgewick III—
Oligarch

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL
WORK and, as such, has been set apart from the
rest of this paper. The views and opinions
expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail,
ASUPS, Rev. Jesse Jackson, or the University
of Puget Sound. But they should.

